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ABSTRACT . .

We have searched for a heavy charged lepton with an associated neutrino of nearly

the same mass in e+e- annihilation data taken with the Mark II detector at a center-

of-mass energy of 29 GeV. In order to suppress contamination from conventional two-

.photon reactions, this analysis uses a novel, radiative-tagging technique. Requiring

. the presence of an isolated, energetic photon allows a search for lepton doublets with

mass splittings smaller than that previously  accessible to experiment. No evidence

for such a new lepton  doublet  has been found, enabling  limits to be placed on allowed

mass combinations. Mass splittings as low as 2 5 0 - 4 0 0  MeV/c2 are excluded  for

charged lepton  masses between 500 MeV/c2 and 10 GeV/c2.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We reported  earlier’ the results  of a search in e+e- annihilation data at &=29

GeV from the Mark II detector2  for a new lepton doublet (L-,L”),  in the case where

the Lo may be massive  but is lighter  than the L-.3 No evidence  for a new lepton

doublet  was found, but for the case of near degeneracy, when the mass difference

s E m- - ms (1)

is much less than m-, the earlier  search lacked sensitivity because of large backgrounds

from two-photon  processes.  Using a novel  radiative-tagging technique in a new search,

we have achieved greater  sensitivity to the case of near degeneracy.

We assume that the lepton doublet is subject  to conventional  weak interactions,

such that the L- decays to a Lo through the emission of a virtual W- boson, which

itself  decays to conventional  leptons  or hadrons. We also assume that  the Lo is unlikely

to-decay  within  the Mark II detector, implying  a lifetime ~(L’)>100  ns. As discussed

in ref. 1, such a lepton doublet is not ruled out by cosmological  constraints  from the

energy density  of the Universe.  Raby and West4 have suggested such a doublet  with

m0 z 4-10 GeV/ c2 could explain both the dark-matter  and solar neutrino problems.

Our previous search considered various  event topologies,  providing sensitivity to

both leptonic and hadronic  decay modes of the heavy charged lepton.  In order to

- reduce’two-photon  backgrounds  at low visible  energies,  however,  at least one decay in

each event was required  to produce an isolated  electron  or muon. Unfortunately, in

the case of near degeneracy, the average visible  energies of detected particles are low

- because of the energy lost to the undetected heavy neutrinos.  This makes electron

and muon identification with the Mark II detector5  quite  difficult.  The difficulty

is compounded  at these  low visible  energies by large backgrounds  from two-photon

processes.

This search uses a new discriminant  to extract the signal for heavy lepton pro-

duction  from the two-photon backgrounds.  The new requirement  is the presence  of
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an isolated, energetic photon as an indication of electromagnetic  radiation from the

initial-state  electron or positron(for very heavy leptons,  final state  radiation is negli-

gible). Demanding  the isolated  photon be produced at large angles with respect  to

the beam axis suppresses the two-photon background  far more than it does  the heavy

lepton  signal.

The large suppression can be understood  from the following argument.  Two-

photon cross sections  are large because  the two virtual photons typically have an
* Invariant  mass-squared  very near zero,  making  them “quasi-real”.  The emission of-- _

an energetic photon from an incoming  or outgoing electron, however,  ensures that

at least  one virtual photon must have an invariant  mass squared that is large and

negative,  suppressing the nominal  two-photon cross  section by many orders of magni-

tude. There remain  backgrounds  from two-photon processes with radiation emitted by

charged particles created from the coalesced photons,  but these  backgrounds  are quite

small  and relatively easy to remove through kinematic requirements.  The “radiative

tag,” together with additional  topological  and kinematic  requirements, provides sen-
.

sitivity  to near-degenerate  lepton doublets  without  the necessity  of electron or mu%n

identification.

2. PROPERTIES OF NEAR-DEGENERATE LEPTON DOUBLETS

2.1 DE C A Y  MODES

_ Reference 1 discussed in some detail the properties  of sequential  lepton doublets,

with non-zero neutrino masses. The formulas given there for decay rates of the

charged lepton  into its neutral partner and conventional  particles are used here. For
_ the near-degenerate  case, only four decay channels  are important(charge-conjugate

reactions are assumed throughout  this paper):

L- * L’e-27,

L- + LOP-tip

(2)

(3)



L- + L07C
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(4)

L- + Lop-(+ 7r-TO)

In each of these  cases,  only a single charged particle is emitted from each charged

heavy lepton. The branching  ratios  for these decay modes and others  which are

important  at large S are plotted vs 6 in fig. 1 for a charged lepton mass of 10 GeV/c2.-- _
The branching ratios  are very sensitive  to 6 and relatively insensitive to m-.

2.2 PRODUCTION  CROSS  SECTIONS

For this search,  it is necessary  to calculate the cross section

o(e+e- + L+L-Y,,,)

where Y T A G is a photon satisfying  the radiative tag requirements  on direction and

energy. Lowest-order  exact formulas for this cross section can be found in ref. 6.

It is necessary,  however,  to include higher-order  radiative corrections, to allow for

emission  of additional photons during the heavy lepton pair production, photons

that are undetected or mistaken for decay products  of one of the charged leptons.

,_ -We_ estimate  the -radiative  corrections  arising from initial-state radiation and from

initial-state virtual corrections  according  to the prescription  of ref. 7, where we use

the formulas  of ref. 6 in calculating the lowest-order cross sections.  This approach is

_ far from exact  and somewhat sensitive  to detector acceptance.  From calculating the

radiative correction for varying event selection  cuts, we estimate  a systematic  error

on the total  cross section, including  radiative corrections  that  is no greater  than 10%.

For the requirements

1 cos dTAGl < 0.70 (6)

ET A G > 850 MeV
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we find the lowest-order  and radiatively corrected  cross sections  (initial-state  radiation

only) shown in fig. 2. Final-state radiation  is included after event generation  through

an event-by-event weighting algorithm  that  depends on the kinematic  configuration

of the generated  charged lepton pair and photon,  using the formulas  of ref. 6.

The event generator  includes the correlations  in momenta  of decay products  from

the L- and L+, arising from weak effects in both production  and decay.8. Formulas

may be found in ref. 1.

2.3 FINITE LIFETIME EFFECTS

For very low mass differences,  the total  decay width of the heavy charged lepton

becomes  small  enough that its finite lifetime leads to serious detection inefficiencies.

Because the decay products  can originate at a point displaced  from the beam collision

spot, their extrapolated  trajectories  are not in general consistent with having passed

through  that beam spot,  a-requirement  of the Mark II charged-particle trigger.g

Figure 3 shows the average distance of closest approach to the true beam spot.-of

pions from the decay (4) plotted us S for various  values of m-. Since the Mark II

trigger  efficiency  is poorly understood  for tracks with impact parameters greater  than

5 cm, this analysis  uses only tracks with smaller  impact parameters. From fig. 3, one

can see this implies  poor sensitivity to lepton doublets  with S below E 250 MeV/c2.

-

2.4 EVENT SIGNATURES

Since in the nearly  degenerate  case, single-prong decays predominate, and since

in each event two or more neutrinos  or antineutrinos are undetected, the characteristic

event signature  of such heavy lepton pair production  is a pair of oppositely  charged,

acollinear particles,  sometimes  accompanied  by neutral pions. Because the heavy

neutrinos  carry away most of the available  energy, these  two tracks have low momenta.

The additional requirement  of an isolated,  energetic photon leads to a distinct  event

signature  with low backgrounds,, as discussed in the next section.
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3. EVENT SELECTION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 DATA  SAMPLE

We use e+e- annihilation data taken  at fi=29 GeV with the Mark II detector

at PEP in the detector’s “preupgrade” configuration. 2 A detailed-description can be

found in ref. 2. The following is a brief description  of those elements  important  to

this analysis.

Two cylindrical drift chambers  concentric with the beam line provide charged

particle tracking in a 2.35 kG solenoidal magnetic field. The inner vertex chamber

contains  seven axial sense wire layers; the outer chamber has ten stereo and six

axial layers.  Together  they yield a momentum  resolution  &p/p = [(.025)2 + (.Ol~)~]l/~

(p in GeV/c) in the plane transverse  to the beam direction. Between  the main drift

chamber and the magnetic coil are 48 plastic scintillator  counters  that measure  the

time-of-flight(TOF)  of charged particles originating  from the collision  point.  These

counters  form part  of the experiment’s charged track trigger.

Immediately surrounding  the magnetic coil are eight lead-liquid  argon calorimeter.L ..m
modules which cover 64% of the solid  angle and have an energy resolution  for photons

of SE/E M 0.14/o (E in GeV). Unfortunately,  gaps between the eight modules

give rise to regions of poor resolution  subtending  13% of the azimuth  about  the beam

direction. Surrounding  the calorimeter are four layers of steel and proportional  tubes,

providing  reliable muon identification over 45% of the solid angle for high momentum

tracks. For this analysis,  where  charged particle momenta are typically  less than 2

GeV/c, the muon layers serve only as a tag for vetoing cosmic  ray backgrounds.  At

low forward angles reside the Small Angle Tagger (SAT)  detectors. Three sets of

planar  drift  chambers  allow tracking of low-angle charged particles. These chambers

are followed  by plastic scintillators  and a calorimeter consisting  of a sandwich of lead

and plastic scintillator  layers. Because of noise and low efficiency,  the SAT drift

chambers are not used in this analysis,  but the scintillators  and calorimeter provide

a veto against  certain  two-photon backgrounds  and events with very energetic, low-

angle, initial-state  radiation.
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Although  our earlier  study’ was based on a sample of 205.1f3.0  pb-‘, much of

that data was taken with reduced main-drift-chamber  high voltage,  leading to poorer

triggering  and track reconstruction  efficiencies. Since the analysis  presented  here is

quite  sensitive to uncertainties  in those efficiencies,  we choose to use only a sample of

data (104.0f1.6  pb-‘) taken after the main drift chamber returned to full chamber

volt age.

3.2 EXPECTED  B A C K G R O U N D S

A number  of backgrounds  were considered in this analysis  from both annihilation

and two-photon  processes.  Only four were found to be appreciable:

1. e+e- + 7+7-y

.,:

The dominant  background  comes from e+e- + 7+7-y.  This background  has

been determined from Monte  Carlo’ simulation  of T pair production, including  initial-

state  radiation. As in the heavy lepton simulation,  final-state  radiation is included

through  an event-by-event  weighting algorithm..L .w

2. e+e- + e+e-7+7-

In general,  two-photon  backgrounds  are a major  concern.  Besides events with

radiation from the electron or positron,  which are largely suppressed by fiducial  re-

quirements  on the tagging photon,  there  remain  backgrounds  due to final-state  radi-

- ation  emitted by particles  formed by the coalesced photons.  In addition, there are

backgrounds  from photons produced in the decay of neutral pions. Most of these

backgrounds  can be removed by requiring  that  the event’s  missing  momentum  trans-

verse to the beam direction be relatively large, since two-photon events  typically  are

characterized by small  missing transverse  momenta.

An exception,  however,  is the background  from e+e- + e+e- r+r-, which nat-

urally has large missing momentum  because  of the undetected neutrinos  produced.

The tagging photon in this background  arises mainly from the decay r” --) yy, where

one photon has too little energy to be detected, and where  the 7r” is produced in the
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decay sequence:

7- + v,p- --) v,7r-7r”. (8)

In annihilation production  of tau pairs,  the analogous background  from r decays to

the p are negligible  since the Lorentz  boost of the high-energy  r!s preclude  the de-

tected photons  from satisfying  isolation  requirements.  The background  from e+e- +

e+e- r+r- has been simulated  with a Monte  Carlo program,l’ using the double equiv-

alent photon approximation.‘r

-- _ 3. e+e- t e+e-n+nOn-7r”

A small  background  is expected from the process e+e- t e+e-7r+n07r-7r0,

where both TO’S decay into photon pairs,  and where  one photon satisfies  the tag-

ging requirements  while at least one other  photon escapes detection through a gap

in the electromagnetic  calorimeter acceptance,  giving rise to large missing  momen-

tum. This process has been simulated  with the same Monte  Carlo program” used

for the e+e- --t e+e- r+r- background,  where  the cross section  has been normalized

according  to measurements  by the JADE and ARGUS  experiments.12j13.- .s

4. e+e- + qqr

Accurately  predicting backgrounds  from hadronic  event production is quite dif-

ficult. One reason is that  the LUND Monte Carlo program14  used to simulate quark-

antiquark production  and subsequent “hadronization” has not been verified to the

_ level of accuracy necessary  in treating events with only two charged tracks. Another

difficulty  is that interactions  of neutral  hadrons in the Mark II electromagnetic  are not

simulated  in this analysis.  Although  such simula.tions  can be performed,  we cannot  di-

. rectly  verify their accuracy from the data.  For these  reasons,  the estimate  presented

below for hadronic backgrounds  is not used in setting limits on new heavy lepton

production. This is a conservative  choice,  since inclusion  of additional  background

estimates  would improve derived upper limits on production  cross sections.

3.3 SELECTION OF SIGNATURE EVENTS

As described  earlier, we search for events with two acollinear charged particles
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and at least one isolated,  energetic  photon. In order to ensure very high trigger

efficiency,  thereby reducing  dependence  upon Monte  Carlo trigger  simulation, each

reconstructed  charged track must satisfy  stringent  requirements:

1) The track momentum  must make an angle greater  than 45” with respect  to either

beam direction.

2) The momentum  transverse  to the beam (~1) must be greater  than 150 MeV.

3) There must be a signal from both photomultiplier tubes of the TOF counter  in

the track’s projected  path.  In addition,  the measured flight time must be in the
-- _

range O-12 ns.

4) The track must have at least  10 associated  drift chamber signals (out of a possible

23), and at least  one of those signals must come from one of the four inner layers

of the vertex chamber.

5) The x2 per degree of freedom calculated from the helical track fit to the drift

chamber signals must be less than 5.

6) The impact parameter-of  the track with respect  to the beam collision  point

in the plane transverse  to the beam direction must be less than 5 cm. From

measurement  of Kg decays in two photon events from the data, we also  find

a trigger  inefficiency  that  depends upon the angle between  a particle’s initial

direction of motion  at production  and the direction of that production  point

with respect to the beam collision point.  To reduce sensitivity  to this inefficiency,

we place  a requirement  on a variable  that  depends on the particle’s transverse-
momentum,  its charge,  and the location of its point of closest  approach  to the

beam axis. More detail can be found in ref. 15.

_ In addition  to these  fiducial  and track quality  requirements,  the tracks must have

a total  measured  momentum  less than 4 GeV/c, and any energy in the electromagnetic

calorimeter associated  with the track must be less than 4 GeV. These requirements

select  events with low visible energy, filtering  out backgrounds  from radiative r pair

production and from mismeasured  radiative Bhabha and p pair production.

In order to reduce backgrounds  from 7r ’ decays, we require  the tagging photon
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to be isolated  both from charged tracks and from other detected photons.  To ensure

reliable Monte  Carlo simulation  of calorimeter response,  we also require  that the

photon satisfy tight fiducial  requirements:

1) The measured  energy must be at least  1 GeV

2) The photon polar angle 19, with respect  to the beam must satisfy Icos~~[ 5 0.66.

3) The photon’s  azimuth  direction must be at least 3” away from the center of the

nearest  crack  between calorimeter modules.

4) The total  reconstructed energy deposition  in the calorimeter within  30” of the- _
photon  must be less than 150 MeV.

5) No reconstructed  neutral in the calorimeter within  90” of the photon can combine

with it to give an invariant  mass consistent  with a r” or 77, where  consistent means

IM7 1 7 2 - M++l I: SM77

where SM,, is the invariant  mass resolution  for the two photons,  and where  for

the q condition, the other  photon must have an energy of at least 150 MeV. .S

6) The angle between the photon and nearest  charged track momentum  must be at

least  45”.

If more than one photon in an event satisfies the tagging requirements, the photon

with the least  total  nearby(within  30”) neutral calorimetry energy is taken as the tag.

- If more than one eligible  photon has no nearby neutral energy, the most energetic is

taken as the tag.

Additional requirements  are imposed on the topology of each candidate event,

designed both to suppress various backgrounds  and to ensure reliable measurement.

Because charged tracks passing near one another  may induce a signal on the same drift

chamber wire  or on neighboring  wires,  creating confusion during track reconstruction,

we impose  cuts on the minimum  opening angle between the two allowed  charged

tracks. In the plane transverse  to the beam, the opening angle must be at least 5.7”,

and in 3 dimensions  must be at least 20”.
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We also impose  cuts on the maximum  opening angle between the two tracks. In

order to suppress backgrounds  from two-photon processes where  the tagged photon

candidate production  is unrelated  to the charged particle productions(e.g, cosmic

ray coincidences, to be discussed later), we require the acoplanarity (180” minus the

opening angle in the transverse  plane) be greater  than 1.1”. In order to suppress

further the backgrounds  from radiative r pair and radiative Bhabha production, we

require  the opening angle between the tracks in 3 dimensions  be less than 160”.

In order to suppress radiative r pair production  accompanied  by decays involving-- _
one or more TO’S, the total  neutral energy of the event,  excluding the contribution

from the tagging  photon,  must be less than 2 GeV. As discussed earlier, two-photon

backgrounds  typically  have low missing transverse  momentum.  Hence,  we require  the

missing  transverse momentum  of the event be greater  than 1 GeV/c.  Similarly,  the

direction of the total  detected momentum  must make an angle greater than 45” with

respect to the beam axis.  These last two requirements  also suppress events with very

hard initial-state  radiation along one of the beam directions.

Because energetic photons can escape detection through  gaps in azimuth  betw&r

calorimeter modules,  leading to apparent  missing transverse  momentum,  we also re-

quire that the missing  transverse  momentum  point at least  3” away from the center of

the nearest  gap. Two-photon  processes sometimes  produce  at low angles an electron

or positron  that can be detected by the SAT system.  Such events are enhanced  rela-

- tive to untagged  events by the above requirements  of missing transverse momentum

in the central detector. Similarly,  hard initial-state  radiation can produce  a photon

detectable  with the SAT calorimeter. In order to suppress such backgrounds,  we re-

- quire the total  SAT detected energy be less than 8 GeV. In addition, if one of the

plastic scintillators  placed in front of the SAT calorimeters  detects a charged particle

in coincidence with a measured calorimeter energy greater  than 200 MeV, the event

is discarded.

Another background,  peculiar  to this analysis,  comes from a cosmic-ray muon in-

ducing an electromagnetic  shower  in the calorimeter, in coincidence  with an electron-
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positron  interaction  that  produces two charged particles in the central detector. The

cosmic  ray shower  (due to a “knock-on”  electron) is reconstructed  and misinterpreted

as a photon,  since typically there is no charged track leading from the beam collision

point to the shower  region. An example  of such an event is shown in fig. 4, where

the dashed line indicates the deduced trajectory of the muon that  caused the false

photon shower.

In order to remove these  events,  we veto any event that is flagged by one or more

of three algorithms.-- _ These three algorithms  are based on excess  energy deposition

near the tagged photon candidate, inconsistent with a photon originating from the

beam collision,  on alignment  of unassociated  drift chamber signals with the tagging

photon,  and on alignment  of unassociated  muon chamber signals with the tagging

photon.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

4-1 NUMERICAL  RESULTS

After all selection cuts, 14 events remain-from  104 pb-’ of data. Table I sh&s

the estimated  backgrounds  from the four processes discussed earlier. Ignoring the - -
estimate  for hadronic  backgrounds  for reasons discussed above, we expect  a total  of

12.3f1.7  events from conventional  processes,  consistent  with what we observe in the

data. Figure 5 shows the distribution in tagging photon energy for the data(plotted

- points) and for the sum of the first three  backgrounds(histogram).  Figure 6 shows

the distribution  in invariant  mass of the two charged particles for both data and

background.  Figure 7 shows the distribution in reconstructed charged track momen-

- tum(two entries/event)  for both data and estimated background.  We see no signif-

icant deviations  between the data and estimated background  for these  or any other

distributions  we have examined.

As a further check,  we have applied an algorithm l6 that identifies  electrons and

pions with SO-SO%  efficiency  and misidentification probabilities less than 15% for

tracks with low momenta.  Based upon energy deposition  and shower  shape in the
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calorimeter and upon measured charged particle flight times, the algorithm was de-

veloped and checked with data taken  with the Mark II detector at SPEAR at fi=3.1

GeV. Table II shows that  there is good agreement  between the data and estimated

backgrounds(shown  in parentheses)  in the pattern of identified  particle  combinations.

4.2 LIMITS ON NEW LEPTON PAIRS

Having found no significant  evidence  for a new heavy lepton doublet,  we next

determine the (m-,6) region we can exclude  with this analysis.  Monte  Carlo simu-

lations of e+e- + L+L-y were made at the 86 points in the (m-,6) plane shown in

tables III-VI.  The simulated  L.+L- production  included  initial-state and final-state

radiation, and the decays were performed according  to the formulas  given in ref. 1.

All Monte  Carlo events  were subjected  to the same analysis  requirements  imposed on

the data.

There are in general many approaches to setting limits on new heavy lepton

production. For example, one can compare  shapes or total  numbers  of events between

data and the sum of expected backgrounds  and a hypothetical  heavy lepton signal

for one or more distributions such as those in figures 5-7. We take the simplest  and

somewhat conservative  approach of comparing  only total  numbers  of events.

Since the number  of surviving  events in this analysis  is quite low, it is necessary

to apply techniques based on Poisson statistics.  We define  the integrated joint prob-

_ ability  P(X,ND) for observing  ND or fewer  events,  given a Monte  Carlo estimate  X

with error OX, according  to the following  formula:

P(X,ND)= k!-, omd~'
J

exp{- P’ - 3”
ND (xl>i

20; - A') c -y- 7
i=o *

(9)

where  we integrate  over  all possible  values  of the true expectation  value X’, weighting

according  to the likelihood  that  the true X’ would lead to our Monte  Carlo estimate  X.

The summation in the integrand  arises from the Poisson probability  of observing  ND

or fewer  events, given an expectation  of X’. (When crx is a significant  fraction of X, the
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normalization constant  in front of the integral  must be adjusted.)  For illustration,

the joint probability  that we would observe 14 events or fewer  is calculated to be

73%~~ given our background  estimate  of 12.3f1.7.  If there  is no signal,  and expected
- - backgrounds  have been calculated correctly,  one expects an average probability  near

50%.

We take as our confidence  level for excluding  a hypothetical  heavy lepton  signal

the following expression:

1 - P(hvnN~)
-- _ P(XB,~B,ND)  '

(10)

where Xg f 0~ is the expectation  value of the background  alone and XT f 0~ is the

expectation  value of the background  plus the signal. This expression  gives a lower,

more conservative  confidence  level than 1 - P(XT, CUT, ND).

Tables III-VI show the expectation  values  and errors of the 86 Monte  Carlo heavy

lepton  samples generated  for this analysis,  along with the confidence  levels for exclu-

sion derived from formulas  (9) and (10). Most of the lepton doublets  for which Monte

Carlo samples were generated  can be excluded  with greater  than 99% confidence,  al-
.q

though none with S=200 MeV/ c2 can be excluded  with that confidence.  Interpolation

between  these  points  in the (m-J> plane yields contours  of exclusion  at fixed con-

fidence  levels. Within the two contours shown in fig. 8 we exclude heavy lepton

doublets  with greater than 95% and 99% confidence.  We are limited in sensitivity at

high charged lepton  masses because  production  rates for charged fermion-antifermion

- pairs fall rapidly  as the fermion  mass-energy  approaches  the beam energy. As dis-

cussed earlier, we are limited at low 6 by effects due to the finite lifetime of the heavy

charged lepton.  At mass differences much above 1 GeV/c2,  heavy lepton events have

- larger visible energies than permitted in this analysis.

This analysis  extends our limits on heavy lepton doublet  production  to a region

of smaller  S than attained  in our previous analysis ’ because the radiative tag pre-

cludes the necessity for electron or muon identification and for associated  high visible

energies. On the other hand, the new requirement  of an isolated,  energetic photon

aggravates mass suppression effects,  giving much-reduced  sensitivity  at very heavy
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lepton  masses.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion,  we have found no evidence  for a nearly  degenerate  heavy lepton- -
doublet  (L- ,L” ) in our 29-GeV annihilation data and have excluded  this possibility

for mass splittings(S) as low as 250-400  MeV/c2 for charged leptons  masses between

500 MeV/c2 and 10 GeV/c2.

In addition, we have investigated  the value  of radiative tagging in extracting

low-visible-energy  events from large two-photon backgrounds.  We find the technique

quite  useful,  but in our case, limited by reliance  upon a charged track trigger,  a

serious drawback in searching  for long-lived particles with decay points  appreciably

displaced  from the beam collision spot. This technique could be better exploited by

experiments possessing a trigger  directly sensitive  to the low-energy tagging  photons.
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Table Captions

Table I. Expected  backgrounds  to candidate events in 104 pb-‘. Note that the

last background(radiative quark-antiquark production)  is not included  in the total

and is not used in setting limits on new heavy lepton production._

Table II. Distribution  in identified electrons, pions and ambiguous particles for

the final candidate sample  from the data and from the backgrounds(shown  in paren-

theses).

- Table III. Expected  number  of signal events with errors and confidence  levels

of exclusion  for the generated  Monte Carlo samples with mass differences of 0.2 and

0.3 GeV/c2.  Estimated  errors on average expected numbers  of events are systematic

only; they do not include  statistical fluctuations in observed numbers  of events.

Table IV. Expected  number  of signal events with errors and confidence  levels of

exclusion  for the generated  Monte Carlo samples with mass differences of 0.8 and 0.6

GeV/c2.

Table V. Expected  number  of signal events with errors and confidence  levels-of

exclusion  for the generated  Monte Carlo samples with mass differences of 0.8, 1.0 and

1.2 GeV/c2.

Table VI. Expected  number  of signal events with errors and confidence  levels of

exclusion  for the generated  Monte Carlo samples with mass differences of 1.4, 1.6, 1.8

and 2.0 GeV/c2.



I~e+e- +e+e-7r + ' - 'r 7r 7r I 0.3f0.2 I

Table I

I II Particle  Identity I
I Electron1  Pion 1 Ambiguous  1

Electron 1 (0.7) 1 (2.6) 2 (1.0)
I I I

Pion - 4 (3.3) 4 (3.1)
I I

Ambiguous -

Table II

. .



1 SM (GeV) 1 ML (GeV) 1 Number of Events 1 C.L. (%)

6.5 f 1.1 74.3

I 0.2 I 5.0 I 8.5 f 1.3 I 86.4

0.2 6.0 7.8 f 1.2 82.9

0.2 8.0 4.4 f 0.7 55.1

rirr- lo.0 1 2.2 f 0.4 1 27.9

I 0.3 I 1.0 I 24.2 f 3.5 I > 99.9

I 0.3 I 2.0 I 42.8 f 6.2 I > 99.9

I 0.3 I 3.0 I 36J.l  f 5.2 > 99.9 .

I 0.3 I 4.0 I 33.5 f 4.9 I > 99.9

I 0.3 I 5.0 I 29.0 f 4.2 I > 99.9

I 0.3 I 6.0 I 25.2 f 3.7 > 99.9

I 0.3 I 8.0 I 16.3 f 2.4 I 99.3

I 0.3 I 10.0 I 8.6 f 1.3 I 86.9

I 0.3 I 11.0 I 6.0 f 0.9 I 70.8

I 0.3 I 12.0 1 3.6 f 0.5 I 46.2

Table III



6M (GeV) ML (GeV) Number of Events C.L. (%

0.4 I 0.4 I 1.9 f 0.4~~ ---~-I 24.9

0.4 I 1.0 I 32.8 f 4.5 I > 99.9

0.4 2.0 52.2 f 7.2 > 99.9.

0.4 3.0 50.3 f 6.9 > 99.9

0.4 I 4.0 I 44.9 f 6.2 I > 99.9

0.4 5.0 36.3 f 5.0 > 99.9

0.4 6.0 30.7 f 4.3 > 99.9

0.4 I 8.0 I 19.6 f 2.8 I 99.8

0.4 10.0 11.6 f 1.6 95.5

0.4 11.0 7.2 f 1.0 79.4

0.4 12.0 4.1 f 0.6 51.9

0.6 0.6 13.2 f 1.9 97.5

0.6 1.0 26.4 f 3.4 > 99.9

0.6 I 2.0 I 45.8 f 5.8 I > 99.9

0.6 I 6.0 I 33.7 f 4.3 I > 99.9

0.6 8.0 20.8 f 2.7 > 99.9

0.6 10.0 11.9 f 1.5 96.1

0.6 11.0 7.5 f 1.0 81.7

0.6 12.0 3.8 f 0.5 49.0

. .

Table IV



0.8 I 2.0 I 30.7 f 4.0 I > 99.9 I

0.8 I 6.0 I 28.6 f 3.9 > 99.9 I
0.8 I 8.0 I 19.7 f 2.7 I 99.8 I
0.8 10.0 10.6 f 1.4 93.6

0.8 11.0 6.6 f 0.9 75.8

0.8 12.0 3.6 f 0.5 46.5

1.0 1.0 13.8 f 1.2 98.4

1.0 _ 2.0I I 20.9 f 2.0 I > 99.9 I
1.0 I 3.0 I 28.1 f 2.7 > 99.9 . I ..

1.2 I 1.2 1 12.8 f 1.7 --I ~~~~~97.1 I
1.2 I 2.0 I 17.9 f 2.5 99.6 I

1.2 I 11.0 I 6.0 f 0.8 I 70.4 I
1.2 12.0 3.1 f 0.4 40.3I I

Table V



1.8 5.0 14.0 f 1.8 98.2

1.8 6.0 14.0 f 1.8 98.3

1.8 8.0 10.3 f 1.4 92.8

2.0 5.0 11.1 f 1.0 95.0

2.0 6.0 10.1 f 0.9 92.8

Table VI
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Branching  ratios  for various  heavy charged lepton  decay modes plotted

US S for a charged lepton mass of 10 GeV/c 2. Only the first four modes are important

for 6 < 1 GeV/c2.  The quark-antiquark decays( 8)) followed  by hadronization,  do not

include  the exclusive hadronic  decays simulated  explicitly.

Figure 2. Lowest  order(dashed  curve) and radiatively corrected(solid curve) cross

sections  for radiative charged lepton pair production  plotted US charged lepton  mass,

where the visible tagging photon must satisfy  ) cos 0,,, 1 5 0.70 and E,, 2 1 GeV.

Figure 3. Average impact parameter of pions from the decay L- + Lox- plotted

vs S for various charged lepton masses. Requiring detected charged tracks have an

impact parameter less than 5 cm leads to poor detection efficiency  for S less than M

250 MeV/c2.

Figure 4. Example  of unusual background  event,  where  a cosmic-ray muon enters

the detector from the left and induces an electromagnetic  shower  in the calorimet_er,

which in this case, leaks into the central drift chamber.  At the same time, an electron-

positron  collision  in the center produces a coplanar  charged track pair through  a two-

photon process. The dashed line shows a fit to the three muon chamber signals at

the left(indicated  by ‘D’). The 1ine passes  through the “tagged photon” candidate

which is reconstructed  to have an energy of 3.1 GeV. This event is the only event to

be flagged by all three of the cosmic  veto algorithms  described  in the text.

Figure 5. Distribution  in tagged photon energy for final candidate events in the

- dat a( points) and the expected background(  histogram).

Figure 6. Distribution  in invariant  mass of two charged tracks for final candidate

events in the data(points)  and the expected background(histogram).

Figure 7. Distribution  in charged track momentum  (two entries/event)  for final

candidate events in the data(points)  and the expected background(histogram).



Figure 8. Within the contours  we exclude  a new heavy lepton doublet with

greater  than 95% and 99% confidence level.
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